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Although Tocqueville hardly anywhere uses the term natural law in his writings, this article attempts to demonstrate not only that he acknowledges the existence of natural law but that the idea of this law plays a crucial role in his thought. In the first part, the article reconstructs the essence of his concept of natural law and its relation to positive law. The conclusion of this part is that Tocqueville’s idea of natural law is based mostly on the Catholic rational concept of this law. Moreover, the article focuses also on the relation between natural law and the most fundamental values of Tocqueville’s thought: virtue and liberty. In the last part, the article shows the importance of the natural-law concept in Tocqueville’s critique of socialism.

Introduction

In Tocqueville’s works, it is hard to find a term natural law. There is no chapter that is dedicated to this subject. It could lead us to the presumption that Tocqueville denies the existence of natural law or that he more or less consciously omits this issue. We even find this opinion in the works of Tocqueville scholars.¹ What I intend to demonstrate is that such a presumption is false. Not only does Tocqueville acknowledge the existence of natural law, but he also assesses social phenomena on its basis.
Concept of Natural Law

Tocqueville’s idea of natural law should be reconstructed from a variety of particular considerations concerning law.

First, we find a clear track of natural law in the definition of justice. We read in *Democracy in America*: “A general law—which bears the name of Justice—has been made and sanctioned, not only by a majority of this or that people, but by a majority of mankind.” The natural-law character in this definition is expressed in the universal scope of this system of norms. In the following part of his consideration, Tocqueville describes justice as the law of the whole human society. He makes a characteristic comparison: “A nation may be considered in the light of a jury which is empowered to represent society at large, and to apply the great and general law of justice.”

Referring to the fact that Tocqueville makes the equation between natural law and justice, it is worthy of our interest to look at the competition between justice and honor. By honor, he understands the aggregate of those rules by the aid of which esteem or glory is obtained. The acceptance of the existence of a dual system of judgment of human behavior is his point of departure. Tocqueville writes, “at one time they judge them by those simple notions of right and wrong which are diffused all over the world; at another they refer their decision to a few very special notions which belong exclusively to some particular age and country.”

Tocqueville therefore indicates that within society there are also norms, specific to the particular regime, that are created by the social and cultural conditions. Such norms are not always in line with the natural law. He states, “It often happens that these two standards differ; they sometimes conflict, but they are never either entirely identified or entirely annulled by each other.” As an example Tocqueville proffers the situation when someone refuses to fight a duel. From a natural-law perspective, it is a virtuous act, but as far as honor is concerned, it is at the same time dishonorable. Although honor could wield a significant impact upon human behavior, it is unable to completely displace natural law. Tocqueville states, “and even while they yield without hesitation and without a murmur to [honor’s] dictates, they feel notwithstanding, by a dim but mighty instinct, the existence of a more general, more ancient, and more holy law, which they sometimes disobey, although they do not cease to acknowledge it.” It is the obvious proof of the natural-law superiority over the other systems of norms. As we could see this is due to the fact that natural law is deeply written down in human nature and for this reason it is not easy to muffle its voice.

According to Tocqueville, one of the most significant differences between honor and justice lies in the fact that as the former refers only to the public,
external area, the latter refers also to sphere of private behavior; “honor acts solely for the public eye, differing in this respect from mere virtue, which lives upon itself, contented with its own approval.” In this context, it seems to be justified that according to Tocqueville, observance of natural law leads man to virtue. We will come back to this question further in this article because it demands a deeper examination. Furthermore, honor is changeable and local phenomenon is limited by time and territory while natural law has universal, immutable nature. He passes an important remark about natural law: “to the neglect of which [natural moral law] men have ever and in all places attached the notion of censure and shame: to infringe them was to do ill—to do well was to conform to them.” The possibility of predicking on the base of the system of universal norms whether or not some deeds are just and good seems to be a convincing proof that Tocqueville acknowledges the existence of natural law. In addition, it is worth adding that Tocqueville envisages that in the future, when the social conditions will have become more equal, the norms based on honor will have been reduced or will have become very close to the norms based on natural law: “If ever any nations are constituted in which it may even be difficult to find any peculiar classes of society, the notion of honor will be confined to a small number of precepts, which will be more and more in accordance with the moral laws adopted by the mass of mankind.” As we can see, this quotation also suggests that Tocqueville makes the equation between natural law and “moral laws adopted by the mass of mankind.”

Second, we can perceive a track of natural law in the term humanity. The good example of Tocqueville’s meaning of the notion of humanity we can find in his “Letters on the Internal Situation in France,” which were published in Le Siècle daily in January 1843. The concept of humanity includes inter alia such legal institutions as ownership, inheritance, and marriage. It is implied that the protection of these institutions is necessary to assure the proper development of human society. Tocqueville admits that he could not even conceive of men living outside the law that is based on these principles. What is more, he also writes about a violation of every right of humanity when he refers to the situation of black slaves in the South. This important comment implies that Tocqueville’s idea of humanity also assumes that each man holds certain rights due to the fact of being a human person. The infringement of these rights is an unjust act that violates natural law.

According to Tocqueville, natural moral laws have been created to address general and permanent wants that mankind is subject to. This law is ingrained in the general reason and in the universal conscience of mankind. By searching the norms of natural law in reason, Tocqueville refers to the rationalism.
concept. He clearly states that God has given us the capacity to recognize good and bad.\textsuperscript{18} Hence, it could be easy to find that he also implies that God created natural law. In addition I would also agree with Delba Winthrop, who states that Tocqueville “emphatically, if tacitly, denies that there was a state of nature, or an original position from which rights originated.”\textsuperscript{19} Taking into consideration the features of his natural law, we are entitled to say that Tocqueville refers rather to the metaphysical rationalism of Aquinas than to the philosophical rationalism of the Enlightenment.\textsuperscript{20} We could therefore state that his notion of natural law is in line with the Catholic concept of this law.

As far as the relation between natural and positive law is concerned, Tocqueville underlines the primacy of natural law. Positive law should not contradict natural norms because it begets the situations when moral disorder is sanctioned by state authority. Hence, it could lead to serious social disease. In the long term, it is also impossible to maintain by positive law the state that violates natural moral rules. The social cost of such a situation significantly exceeds the seeming benefits expected by legislators who break the natural law. One of the best confirmations of the opinion mentioned above is Tocqueville’s consideration concerning the question of slavery. He writes that he saw the order of nature overturned and that he heard the cry of humanity in its vain struggle against the laws. “Whatever may be the efforts of the Americans of the South to maintain slavery, they will not always succeed.”\textsuperscript{21} Worthy of attention is an example of the old man from the South whose children borne by his Negressess were the slaves of their father. This man was terrified that after his death the children would probably be sold to another owner. Tocqueville makes a significant comment to this situation: “When I saw him he was a prey to all the anguish of despair, and he made me feel how awful is the retribution of Nature upon those who have broken her laws.”\textsuperscript{22}

What we should notice as one of the most important precautions to democracy is the truth, underlined very strongly by Tocqueville, that the will of the majority could not be a justification for positive law contradicting natural rules. It is natural law that defines the scope of the free activity of people, including the creation of positive law. “I hold it to be an impious and an execrable maxim that, politically speaking, a people has a right to do whatsoever it pleases,… The rights of every people are consequently confined within the limits of what is just.”\textsuperscript{23} Thus, we could also conclude that Tocqueville’s concept of natural law denies the idea of contractualism. Although he acknowledges the principle of the sovereignty of the people, including inter alia a nation’s right to govern itself for itself and to freely choose the form of its government,\textsuperscript{24} he clearly states that there are objective boundaries, which could not be violated even by the will of the nation.
Natural Law in Tocqueville’s Concepts of Virtue and Freedom

In researching the relation between natural law and virtue, first of all it is important to establish what Tocqueville means by virtue. We could find at least two definitions in his works. In his letter to Arthur de Gobineau dated September 5, 1843, he makes the equation between virtue and duty. The second and more precise definition he presents in his notes from the journey to Ireland: “Freedom is, in truth, a sacred thing. There is only one thing else that better deserves the name: virtue. But then what is virtue if not the free choice of what is good?”

It is worthy of our attention to analyze the latter definition. We could conclude two things concerning virtue from this text: first, virtue is a choice; second, it is a choice of what is good. Hence, virtue demands an effort of reason, which has to recognize good. It must be properly functioning reason that is able to discern the truth. The fact that virtue is a choice follows that it is an act of will. Referring to virtue, we could therefore conclude that it is an effect of the situation where honest reason leads human will.

As we have formerly established, Tocqueville makes the equation between natural law and justice. We should come back to his consideration from Democracy in America (vol. 2, pt. 3, chap. 17) concerning justice and honor and to his comment: “honor acts solely for the public eye, differing in this respect from mere virtue, which lives upon itself, contented with its own approval.” What attracts our attention is the fact that a notion of virtue appears in this consideration that concerns the differences between honor and natural law. Moreover, virtue appears as an opposition to honor, and it seems therefore to stand on the same side as natural law. In my opinion the most reasonable explanation of this fact is that for Tocqueville a constant choice of acts that are in line with natural law leads to virtue. Hence, virtue is a lasting disposition of reason to choose what is in accordance with natural law.

In this conclusion, we could find an importance of properly functioning reason that is able to discern the norms of natural law. This reason should then lead will to realize what reason shows. Virtue is different from honor, which manifests itself only in the recognition that is given by other people. This recognition could be obtained thanks to the observance of the system of conventional norms that is also called honor by Tocqueville. Taking the foregoing argument into account, it is more comprehensible that “virtue, which lives upon itself [is] contented with its own approval.” Virtue is mainly connected with human reason and human will, while honor loses its existence without the relation to the other people.
The linkage between virtue and natural law is also displayed in another Tocqueville statement: “Reason, like virtue, does not bend at all in different climates, and does not vary with temperaments and the nature of places. It is one, it is inflexible.” As we have established above, Tocqueville states that natural law also has immutable nature. Reason seems to be inflexible due to the fact that it is strongly connected with natural law. It is properly functioning reason that is able to recognize natural law because natural law is ingrained in human reason by God. Hence, we could say that the immutability of natural law follows the immutability of reason. The close relation between reason and virtue and between natural law and virtue follows also the immutability of virtue.

What is more, it is natural law that settles the hierarchy of particular virtues. Tocqueville recognizes the existence of this hierarchy. We could imply this inter alia from his comment concerning charity: “I am certainly far from wanting to put the most natural, the most beautiful, and the most holy of virtues on trial.” Referring to the aristocratic system of virtues, Tocqueville makes a characteristic remark: “Such men would not hesitate to invert the natural order of the conscience in order to give these virtues precedence before all others.” What is clear in this text is the conclusion that the hierarchy of particular virtues is ruled by “the natural order of conscience.” Given our previous consideration, it seems to be obvious that this “natural order of conscience” is the same as natural law. Consequently, it is at variance with natural law to invert this hierarchy of virtues and to put inferior virtue over a superior one.

Tocqueville seems to find in the principle of self-interest rightly understood an antidote to the crisis of great virtues in democracy. Before the examination of this question, we must note that in his critique of Machiavelli Tocqueville clearly states that utility and effectiveness could not be a justification for the violation of natural law. Hence, in the case of the conflict between someone’s interest and natural law, the latter should prevail. According to Tocqueville, the principle of self-interest rightly understood should aim to induce people to act in accordance with natural law by presenting: “how what is right may be useful.” In his letter to Arthur de Gobineau dated September 5, 1843, Tocqueville argues that the principle of self-interest rightly understood shows that even in this world, honest life, which is conducted in line with divine law, is profitable while sin causes misery. In this way, this principle could gradually draw people in the direction of virtue.

The question of natural law is also important as far as Tocqueville’s concept of freedom is concerned. Although he puts his attention mainly on a positive or rather fulfilled aspect of freedom, we could also find a definition of negative freedom in his works. In his article about the social and political state of France
before 1789 published in the *London and Westminster Review* in 1836 he states, “According to the modern and democratic notion, and I dare to say the just notion of freedom, each person, being presumed to have received from nature reason, which is necessary to conduct himself, holds from his birth an equal right to live independently of his fellowmen, in all that is referred only to himself and to regulate his own destiny as he intends.” This quotation suggests that negative freedom ought to be respected due to the fact that each person has obtained reason from nature and possesses therefore the ability to govern his behavior. It is important to remember that according to Tocqueville human reason is capable of recognizing natural law—to discern the difference between good and evil. It enables us to comprehend the essence of the above-mentioned definition. Negative freedom is honored because the human person is able to conduct his life in such a way that enables him to consciously and voluntarily choose what is good. Negative freedom is therefore connected with confidence in the human person and respect for his dignity, which leads us to the core of Tocqueville’s concept of liberty. The main subject of his consideration as far as freedom is concerned is a rightly filled area that belongs to free human will—the area that is guaranteed by negative freedom. According to Tocqueville, it is self-government that is the quintessence of freedom. To the essence of rightly fulfilled freedom belongs also its aim that should be focused on the achievement of objective good. Tocqueville seems to confirm this thesis when he writes on the conditions that are necessary for people to be free. “Change your laws, vary your customs, alter your beliefs, adjust your conduct: If you bring this about so that man has full freedom to do anything that is not bad in itself, and is sure to reap in peace where he sows, you have attained your end.” Taking this into consideration, we could conclude that in Tocqueville’s thought rightly fulfilled freedom means self-government that at least does not contradict natural law.

Responsibility for our own deeds is an indispensible condition to realize our freedom. Tocqueville writes that the human will “must be free in its gait and responsible for its acts, or (such is the constitution of man) the citizen had rather remain a passive spectator than a dependent actor in schemes with which he is unacquainted.” The above-mentioned quotation confirms the strict relation between freedom and responsibility, which is necessary to realize freedom. Individual responsibility is also a natural consequence of liberty. Tocqueville also describes how the principle of responsibility functions in the United States: “If he [an American] be a subject in all that concerns the mutual relations of citizens; he is free and responsible to God alone for all that concerns himself.”

What is more, the awareness of responsibility for our own acts stimulates to proper fulfillment of our freedom. It becomes a spur to further human development. In
addition, it helps to refrain from making bad use of freedom. When Tocqueville writes that the American “is responsible to God” it is not a meaningless statement. It reveals his conviction that natural law—based on divine law—is a measure of human action.

It is also important to notice a strong bilateral relation between freedom and virtue. As we could find in Tocqueville’s definition of virtue—it is “a free choice of what is good.” It implies that virtue demands a lack of coercion, which could be treated as an equivalent to negative freedom. Virtue could be obtained only by voluntary decision to act in accordance with natural law. On the other hand man needs also virtue to be free. Tocqueville clearly states this in his critique of French society in 1848: “I tell you that this people whom you so naively admire has just proved that it is incapable and unworthy of living in freedom. Show me what it has learned from experience? What new virtues it has discovered and what old vices it has discovered?” In this comment, Tocqueville refers to fulfilled freedom that means self-government. Then it is virtue that enables man or society to be free—to govern his or its life in line with natural law.

**Natural Law and Socialism**

Tocqueville’s reflection on socialism constitutes an important area where natural law plays a crucial role. He forecasts that after overthrowing a feudal regime of unequal rights and conditions the next step of the revolution of equality would be an attempt to introduce real, absolute equality. It will demand the abolition of private property and the other legal institutions such as marriage, family, or inheritance—the institutions that safeguard the deepest sense of humanity. The overthrow of these institutions means de facto to violate natural law. The consequence of this fact will be an infringement of human dignity. It shows that according to Tocqueville the desire to introduce actual equality is contrary to natural law. He therefore perceives a great danger in socialism, which he does not treat as a consistent doctrine but rather as a complex of theories that are combined by their common desire to establish utopian, real equality:

One was going to abolish inequality of fortunes; another that of education; while a third attacked the oldest inequality of all, that between men and women. There were remedies against poverty, and against the disease called work which has afflicted man since the beginning of his existence. There was great variety in these theories, sometimes they were contradictory and sometimes hostile to one another. But all of them, aiming lower than the government and attempting to reach society itself, on which government stands, adopted the common name of socialism.
The other essential feature of socialism, which is inconsistent with natural law, is its lack of confidence in human reason and freedom: “We come to the third and last trait, the one which most clearly characterizes socialists of every stripe, of every school. It is a deep distrust of liberty, of human reason, a profound scorn for the individual in his own right, for the human condition.”49 This feature of socialism contradicts first of all human freedom, because freedom, as we have mentioned above, is based on the confidence that the human person by his reason and free will is able to discern the difference between good and evil and to choose what is good. Socialism denies this ability and therefore it claims that it is the state that is responsible for teaching, sustaining, and guiding each inhabitant.50 In this way, socialism negates that natural law could be perceived by individual human reason.

The implementation of actual equality within society violates nature and can be therefore performed only by force and permanent control of people. Consequently, socialism in order to realize its dream on real equality needs omnipotent power in an entirely centralized state. Tocqueville, therefore, finds a close bond between socialism and centralization that causes a threat to freedom.51

Hence, it is not a surprise that Tocqueville treats socialism as a perilous and false idea. What enabled him to personally observe the effects of socialism was the unsuccessful revolution in Paris in June 1848. In this context, it is worthwhile to examine his two comments about this event. The first one comes from his letter to Eugène Stoffels:

In the insurrection of June there was something other than bad propensities: there were false ideas. Many of these men, who were marching toward the overthrow of the most sacred rights, were led by a sort of erroneous notion of right. They sincerely believed that society was founded on injustice, and they wanted to give it another basis.52

The second important remark on this revolution comes from his Recollection:

It was this mixture of greedy desires and false theories that engendered the insurrection and made it so formidable. These poor people had been assured that the goods of the wealthy were in some way the result of a theft committed against themselves. They had been assured that inequalities of fortune were as much opposed to morality and the interests of society as to nature. This obscure and mistaken concept of right, combined with brute force, imparted to it an energy, tenacity, and strength it would never have had on its own.53

These comments demonstrate that Tocqueville perceives in the heart of socialism a false concept of justice. The mistake of socialism is therefore rooted in a
false idea of natural law. According to socialism, natural law demands absolute 
equality regarding a serious misinterpretation of this law. Tocqueville’s comment 
about the relation between the will of God and democracy implies that natural 
law demands not real equality but equality of conditions or more precisely equal-
ity of chances.54 His observation about an aristocratic system suggests that it 
is permanent inequality of chances that is contradictory to human dignity and 
natural law.55 Tocqueville seems rather to consider real inequality as a natural 
state because people possess different talents.56

What is more, Tocqueville observes that socialism, which wants to overthrow 
natural law based on divine law, aims at creating itself a knowledge that would 
become a substitute of religion: “Men aimed at establishing a social science 
philosophy, and I might almost say a common religion to be taught to all men 
and followed by them.”57 The experience of the twentieth century seems to suf-
ficiently confirm his predictions about socialism.

Conclusion

Although Tocqueville does not create a new original concept of natural law, it 
plays an important role in his thought. His idea of natural law is based mostly 
on the Catholic rational concept of this law. Natural law constitutes a steady 
point that enables him to assess social phenomena—inter alia positive law. The 
importance of natural law is more obvious when we take into consideration the 
role of freedom and virtue in his thought. The article demonstrates that it is hard 
to correctly understand those two values without a reference to natural law. What 
is also important is the fact that natural law stands in the heart of Tocqueville’s 
critique of socialism. Taking all these arguments into consideration, we could 
conclude that the concept of natural law constitutes one of the most important 
keys to the proper interpretation of Tocqueville’s thought.
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